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Advocating Code Review for Testers
by Chetan Giridhar
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According to Wikipedia, “Code review is systematic examination 
(often as peer review) of computer source code intended to find and 
fix mistakes overlooked in the initial development phase, impro-
ving both the overall quality of software and the developers‘ skills.” 

Code Review has been a good practice featuring as an impor-
tant part of the software development life cycle. Not only has the 
practice helped in finding or rather preventing critical defects 
early in the cycle (thereby reducing the bug fixing costs), but it 
has also been instrumental in improving developers’ knowledge 
and build exposure to the other components of the software.

However, have we ever seen QA professionals participating ac-
tively in code reviews? With Quality Assurance being a proactive 
process aimed at preventing defects, wouldn’t code review fea-
ture in the QA realm as well? Would it make sense to make code 
reviews an integral part of QA processes? Are there any risks asso-
ciated with doing so?

This article aims at breaking the myth, or at least triggering a 
thought process, of why testers couldn’t be or shouldn’t be an im-
perative part of code reviews. During the course of this article, the 
author substantiates the merits of the thought and also throws 
light on the flip side of it. At the end, the author hopes that the 
readers (independent of their role in the software industry) give 
this philosophy sufficient thought and evaluate whether inclu-
ding testers in code reviews would be beneficial as a process and 
if it would be helpful for their team context or not.

Involve testers in code review!
Historically, code reviews have been done by developers. The ge-
neral idea has been that it’s the developers that write code and 
it’s them who can best review it. Testers were not expected to wri-
te code or have good programming knowledge. Coding skills were 
good to have rather than being desirable. And even if testers were 
required to code, it was more for automation. A quick program in 
a scripting language like Perl or VB would do the job. 

Of late, the scenario has changed. Industry prefers test engineers 
competent in development skills. Programming knowledge not 
only helps testers in developing better designed automation 
frameworks (that in turn help to reduce testing cycle time), but 

also adds a development perspective in tests in terms of white-
box testing, thus ensuring more coverage. Given the kind of 
knowledge testers have about code, it makes more sense that tes-
ters could or should be involved in code reviews.

The following section will give some reasons for including soft-
ware testers in the code review sessions conducted by the deve-
lopment team.

Difference in the mindsets of Dev and QA 

Development teams often code in a way to make the software 
workable. They are more bothered that the functionalities work 
fine. They work with the intent of building the system. 

QA, however, has a completely different mindset. QA would think 
about ways of breaking the system. They would consider all pos-
sibilities where the functionalities wouldn’t work. The developers 
may oversee some of the minute mistakes in the code, which a 
tester may find out.

QA builds product knowledge

During code review, QA would go through the features that are 
already developed. This will help them gain knowledge about the 
features from the product’s perspective. 

Often, QA is only aware of the functionalities to be tested from 
the requirement specification documents that are sometimes 
not well documented. Going through an implementation of the 
requirement would definitely help QA bridge gaps between their 
perception of the requirement and the actual implementation. 
This would mean that QA understands the product better which 
is imperative for testing the product.

Improved test documentation 

It is often observed that when QA starts testing, they may find 
that the tests designed by them do not cover all the scenarios. QA 
will then have to add more tests to their test design and might 
even have to change their test plans accordingly. All this has to be 
done during testing. 

If QA were to be involved during code reviews, they would get 
sufficient ideas on what kind of tests will be required for finding 
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defects that they might not have been able to find had they not 
reviewed the code implementation beforehand. 

Code reviews can also be seen as an opportunity where QA can 
get feedback on what type of tests Dev expects for the functio-
nalities implemented. This helps in improving the quality of test 
planning and test design. Even test automation can be started 
based on the discussions in code reviews.

Reduced testing time and costs

Traditionally, a frozen requirement specification document was 
the basis on which Dev and QA would plan their tasks. While the 
Dev were busy implementing the code, QA would get involved in 
activities pertaining to test planning, test design, test automati-
on and setting up test environments. Once the implementation 
was completed, a build was released to QA for formal testing, of-
ten known as the RTQA (Release to QA) build. 

If QA were to participate in code reviews, they wouldn’t have to 
wait for the RTQA build to get a feel of how the requirements are 
implemented. This would in turn speed up testing and reduce the 
overall product life cycle time.

More information from QA to Dev on where the tests fail

Usually, QA starts testing on the RTQA build and finds defects af-
ter running their tests. QA logs these defects in a defect tracking 
system with information on ‘Steps to Reproduce’ and the ‘Actual 
Results’. When the Dev team receives the defect, they first try to 
reproduce the bug, and then start debugging where the defect 
lies. 

If QA attends code reviews, they would have information about 
code changes that have gone into a particular build. When any 
test fails, intuitively, QA would try to zero on the point where the 
test failed as they would be aware of the implementation. Get-
ting exact information in terms of the line of code, where the test 
has failed, saves a lot of time that Dev invests in investigation. 
This time could instead be used by them to fix similar issues, if 
any, in any other parts of the software code. A definite win-win 
situation!

Involvement of QA in Root Cause Analysis (RCA)

When customers observe any defect in the field, these are repor-
ted back to the engineering team. Typically, it’s the development 
that is responsible for a root cause analysis as they are aware of 
the code. If QA participates in code reviews, they would be cogni-
zant of all the functionalities and would have knowledge on how 
they were implemented. Based on this knowledge, they could as-
sist in performing root cause analysis of defects that have been 
reported in the field. 

Improved quality of code documentation and coding guidelines

The idea here is that developer egos can be used to boost the qua-
lity of code.

If QA is involved in code reviews, the developers would know that 
their code is going to be examined by a group of QA members and 
they will take extra care while coding. 

Developers will include better comments so that they don’t have 
to answer too many questions from the reviewers.

During review, if QA is looking for inconsistencies between com-
ments and code, developers would make sure that code docu-

mentation is appropriate and get motivated to follow coding gui-
delines as per the standards specified by the regulatory authority. 

Identifying more scenarios for testing

If testers are involved in code review, they could get a chance to 
review the code from a non-functional testing point of view.

Security testing
One of the most important test types that is not included in code 
reviews is security testing. It can often be observed that develo-
pers are either not trained in secure coding practices or security 
is not given much importance. Testers, if involved in code reviews, 
may find out security flaws in the code. Issues relating to a buffer 
overflow or memory leaks would get caught early in the develop-
ment. 

Globalization testing
During code review, testers may find scenarios where strings are 
being operated upon. Testers could find opportunities of additi-
onal testing this in the context of globalization testing based on 
the specifications made in the requirements document. 

Aids in white-box testing

Taking part in code review would definitely help testers in impro-
ving and adding more tests in white-box testing.

Let’s consider a case where a tester was involved in the code re-
view of an API. The API under review accepts values of data type 
UINT16 (i.e., values ranging from 0 to 2^16 – 1). While reviewing 
this API, the tester finds an opportunity of trying out boundary 
value tests for this API during white-box testing. Thus he could 
write white-box tests that check if the API exists gracefully or how 
the values (-1, 0, 2^16-1 and 2^16) are handled by the API. This test 
would stand more chance of finding a defect.

Help for a newly set-up development team

You must have noticed or experienced cases where a new deve-
lopment team is set up to work on a research project, but the QA 
team has been in place for some time and has good experience of 
working on similar projects prior to this. Suggestions from senior 
QA members given to Dev as formal/informal inputs would defi-
nitely make developers comfortable in understanding the tech-
nologies better that are completely new to them. Code review 
meetings can be seen as an opportunity for such discussions. This 
would be a win-win situation for both Dev and QA.

Improving rapport between Dev and QA

Code review meetings would also help in improving rapport bet-
ween the two teams. As code reviews are helpful for both Dev and 
QA, they would definitely be beneficial for developing a healthy 
environment in the teams.

Code review is not for testers!
Do you belong to the group that believes that code review 
shouldn’t be done by testers? Well, you have reasons to say that 
affirmatively! We have already seen the benefits of involving tes-
ters in code review. Obviously, there are cases when you may not 
consider it as a viable option. Here are some of the cases where 
this process would not yield results.

Steeper learning curve

Code review for testers may sound like a good idea, but it is impe-
rative to evaluate the development skills of the QA team working 
on the project. It may take longer for a QA team that is inexperi-
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enced in development or white-box testing skills to start understanding the 
code and then actually review it. Benefits would come eventually, but it may 
take a considerable amount of time.

Extra effort required by the testing team

If QA is involved in code review, they have to be given more time for testing 
activities. This may essentially impact QA deadlines and would ultimately 
lead to project deadline slippages. This situation would not be favorable 
from the project perspective.

Testing based on implementation rather than specification

If testers get involved in code reviews frequently, it may happen that they 
start testing the product based on implementation knowledge and not 
based on the specification. This defeats the whole purpose, as QA starts jus-
tifying the behavior of the product based on product knowledge while they 
should be validating the product based on user specifications.

Code complexity/simplicity decides the testing strategy

Depending on the complexity of the code, testers may change their testing 
strategy. QA may feel that if it’s a simple piece of code, it may not require 
exhaustive testing. On similar lines, for a complex code snippet, QA may feel 
it would require lot of testing effort. However, this isn’t always true. So this 
may lead to the development of an incorrect test strategy, which would be 
considered fatal from the QA and the project perspectives. 

Over-involvement of testers understanding complex code

While performing code reviews, testers may get too interested in under-
standing a complex code snippet. This would mean that a tester spends 
too much time appreciating the code and spends less time in testing. This 
change in focus won’t help the testing team. 

You know what’s best for you!
As you would have thought, it would be a good idea if testers are included 
in code reviews. 

Not only do they help QA in improving the product knowledge, but also er-
rors found by the QA team in code reviews can be fixed earlier in the cycle 
rather than be fixed after a formal build release to QA. 

Code reviews also help in improving test documentation and give QA an op-
portunity to identify more areas in testing based on the knowledge of the 
code. 

Moreover, developers also benefit as they get a chance to get inputs on the 
products from experienced QA who have worked on similar technologies be-
fore. As developers know that the code will be reviewed by professionals less 
aware of development, they get motivated to write code that is well docu-
mented and abide by coding standards.

Even though involving testers in code reviews looks like an attractive propo-
sition, it should be evaluated. Does it suit my needs? Does it solve my purpo-
se? These are some of the questions that need to be answered. It may work 
marvels, but at other times it could fail. 

I would definitely advocate it! It’s worth a try!


